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This year’s stunning senior production was Ar-

nold Ridley’s The Ghost Train, where a group 

of aristocrats find themselves trapped in an 

abandoned train station and shenanigans en-

sue: death, deceit and drunken pensioners ga-

lore!  

The theatre was packed out —many people 

were even turned away at the door as tickets 

had sold out.  Those who managed to get a tick-

et raved about the performances and Mrs 

O’Brien even went as far as to say that the pro-

duction would hold its own at the Fringe.   

The cast did an extremely good job bringing 

the old station to life with shrieks and screams.  

The tech crew must also be mentioned as make

-up, hair, lighting, costume and sound all 

played an integral role in the final production.   

 

Clockwise from back left: Coren Childs, Lorna Hinton, Max McMcLach-

lan and Harriet Phillips 

Left to right: Colin Chapman, Harriet Phillips, Ben Hughes, Lorna Hinton, 

Molly Doran, Stefan Robertson and Coren Childs 

A tense moment at gunpoint... 

Behind the scenes!  

‘The Spark’ is 

a pupil-led 

magazine 

which looks 

to celebrate 

the talent and 

creativity of 

the pupils of 

James Gilles-

pie’s High 

School.   

 

We are al-

ways looking 

for contribu-

tions, so if 

you would 

like your 

work to be 

included, 

please  pass it 

to Miss Kirk-

wood and the 

editorial team 

will consider 

it for inclu-

sion.  

Senior Production 2013: The Ghost Train 

The spark 
The Winter Edition: Wishing you a Merry Christmas  
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The Spark Teams 
 
Senior Team 
Melissa Brayford, Stefan Robertson, Ayah-Sofia Sem-

lali, Ewan Forrest, Naomi Gessesse, Zora Feesey, Annie 

Higham, Catriona Hook, Hannah Davies, Martha Tait, 

Jago Collins, Róise Nic An Bheatha  

 

 

 

Junior Team 

Daisy Phillip, Emma Hamilton, Jack Cheng, Ruka 

Komura, Nualla MacGregor, Sanaa Mehmood, Rory 

McKenzie, Cameron Robertson, Clare Shields, Catriona 

Raeburn, Struan Maclean, Jo Scott-Hobbs, Joshua Un-

dy-Jamison  
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When Nelson Mandela died earlier this month 

black and white South Africans hugged in the street 

– a testimony to Man-

dela’s enduring legacy that 

has never been shown 

more clearly than in the 

grief of a whole nation.  

I used the word legacy just 

now, and it’s become 

something of a bone of 

contention between those 

reporting on Mandela’s life in the past week or so. 

What should we take from the death of one of per-

haps just a handful of true political heroes this 

world has ever known? Some argue that it is his 

compassion and capacity for forgiveness that we 

should most admire; others cite his conviction in 

the face of extreme adversity. And me? What I con-

sider to be Nelson Mandela’s greatest contribution 

to the planet is the knowledge that the oppressed 

can stand against their oppressor and win, and that 

a new path can be forged for communities that have 

been plagued by injustice and inequality for as long 

as they can remember. 

Going to a school like ours, where our differences 

are valued and celebrated, I find it hard compre-

hend that even today there are education systems 

in some parts of the world where children of differ-

ent races and religions are separated because there 

is an ingrained belief among the populace that one 

group is ‘better’ than the other. 

“Never, never and never again.” Mandela said when 

he was inaugurated as president of South Africa in 

1994 and I hope that one day it might be true for 

every man, every woman and every child, every-

where in the world. 

Nelson Mandela 

By Kathryn Crawford 

Halo. Is mise Eoghan agus se seo a chiad pios sgri-

obhidh agam anns a pheapair seo ann a’Ghaidhlig. 

Uaireanan tha daoine ag radh gu bheil 

Gaidhlig caitheamh uine agus airgead 

agus gun feumaidh sinn cosg airgead 

air cananan mar Mandarin agus 

Frangais. Ach tha mise, agus tha mi 

an dochas cuid eile, a smaointinn gu 

bheil Gaidhlig nas cudromach na na 

cananan eile oir se pairst de ar cultar 

agus ar eachdraidh a th’ann. Uair a 

bha siud bha Gaidhlig an canan as 

motha ann an Alba. Ach tha e direach 

a lughdachadh o chionn fhada, ach 

feumaidh sinn deanamh rudeigin mu dheidhinn. 

Mar sin carson nach tagh Gaidhlig airson canan a 

bharrachd agus a bhith pairst den ginealach a b’f-

hearr riamh.  

Hello. I’m Ewan and this is my first bit of writing 

that’s in Gaelic for the newspaper. Sometimes peo-

ple say that Gaelic is a waste of money and time 

and that we should be concentrating on 

languages like Mandarin and French. But 

I personally, and I hope many others, 

think that Gaelic is more important to 

Scotland than any other language because 

it is part of our culture and history. At one 

point Gaelic was the main language spo-

ken by Scots, but it has been slowly declin-

ing and we should be acting. So why not 

next year, when you pick your subject try 

and fit a wee space in for Gaelic and be 

part of the next generation of Gaelic 

speakers.  

Gaelic in our School 

By Ewan Webster 

Comment and Opinion 
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The issue of independence has become a bone of 
contention amongst many Scots, however, the de-
bate has prompted questions for this country and 
has provided a means of more profitable small talk. 
However, serious questions have to be answered 
before people decide between these two options. 
 When Bill Clinton was in Edinburgh in June 
he said in reference to the upcoming independence 
vote that, “It is very important that there is an hon-
est effort to list the conse-
quences of this vote one way or 
the other.” The recently pub-
lished whitepaper goes a way 
towards answering the many 
issues posed by the question of 
independence and although 
the whitepaper covers many of 
the nuts and bolts of govern-
ment, it is filled with promises 
that the Scottish government 
cannot necessarily deliver. For 
example, the paper sets out the outcomes of talks 
with the European Union that have yet to take 
place. So, despite the whitepaper, many uncertain-
ties remain. 
 One of the main reasons for independence 
that many leftist proponents of independence put 
forward is that the people of Scotland are pro-
foundly more left wing than those south of the bor-
der and that politics in an independent Scotland 
would be far more left of centre and as such would 
be more focused on social justice than the current 
politics of Westminster. This argument has its ap-
peals as it would mean moving away from the Old 
Etonian elite that has dominated British politics for 
generations. However, the political attitudes of a 
nation change over time and although Scotland 
may at present be a liberal, social democratic coun-
try, there is no way to predict the political climate 
over the long term, for example few could have pre-
dicted the rise of the far right in Scandinavia over 
the last decade. 
 On the issue of the economy ,there is a lot of 
exaggeration on both sides. The Better Together 
campaign seems to portray a Scotland tumbling 
through the safety net of the United Kingdom into 
the abyss of economic uncertainty that countries 
like Ireland and Greece have found themselves in 
whereas the Vote Yes campaign has depicted a 

prosperous oil-rich Scotland akin to countries like 
Norway. The most likely outcome is some kind of 
halfway house, a more financially vulnerable Scot-
land with a huge potential. However, we are not 
likely to know how economically successful an in-
dependent Scotland would be until after a Yes vote. 
 An independent Scottish government would 
likely be far more accountable than any govern-
ment in Westminster due to the sheer size of the 

country. When the British gov-
ernment makes negotiations in 
areas such as agriculture and 
fishing they can often discount 
the people that work in these 
industries as they make up 
such a small proportion of their 
electorate. As a result under the 
Common Agricultural Policy, 
Scottish farmers have received 
roughly €130 per hectare of ag-
ricultural land compared to 

€302 per hectare in Germany and whilst it is neces-
sary to consider the differences between the types 
of agriculture practiced in these two countries the 
difference is stark. However, in Scotland the people 
in these industries make up a larger proportion of 
the population and are likely to be far better repre-
sented internationally by a smaller Scottish govern-
ment than a larger British government. 
 On the issue of membership of the EU it 
seems clear at this point that Scotland would have 
to reapply for membership. Despite the claims of 
the SNP and a handful of scholars that Scotland 
would not be forced out of the EU this seems the 
most likely option especially given the fact that Eu-
ropean members with their own separatist move-
ments such as Spain have actively opposed auto-
matic membership for Scotland in an attempt to 
dissuade their Catalonian and Basque separatist 
with the threat of expulsion from the EU should 
they achieve independence. 
 A huge amount of uncertainty remains in this 
debate and is unlikely to be resolved until after a 
potential Yes vote. However, it is clear at this time 
that there are a number of both benefits and draw-
backs to independence so it remains very difficult 
to decide between these two camps. 

Comment and Opinion 

Scottish Independence  
By Ben King-Beck 
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Press Regulation 

By Duncan Guthrie and Ewan Forrest 

Comment and Opinion 

The Rise of the Edinburgh Freelancers  
By Ayah-Sofia Semlali 

Freelancing has often been dubbed as the "industrial 
revolution of our time" or the "rise of the creative class" 
but what exactly is the reason behind the success of the 
£202 million freelance market that is starting to capti-
vate Edinburgh's own residents and London's companies 
to them? 
 “The phenomenon of flexible working benefits 
everyone; as a freelancer I feel like I can pick and choose 
my working hours ensuring a stable work/life balance 
and I guess this also is beneficial to companies as they 
can save time and money by paying for only the services 
they need," says Mary Thewart, a freelancer in Edin-
burgh who specialises in book keeping and accounting.  
Mary Thewart, is just one of the many freelancers in Ed-
inburgh who are finding work sourced from London-
based companies. 
 According to a report 
released by the Royal Society 
for the encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce, 
and Vodaphone UK, "UK or-
ganisations that maximize flex-
ibility in their labour force could make savings and 
achieve productivity increases adding up to a total value 
of £8.1 billion". This research, taken from a survey of 
over 2,800 employers and workers, can back up some of 
the benefits of freelancing.  
 Edinburgh's freelancers especially, are finding 
that London companies are reaching out to them and as 
a consequence, freelancers are receiving more work op-
portunities from companies in London.  
 Lovemycourses are just one of the London-based 
companies noticing the rise in revenue from residents in 
the Edinburgh area over the last two months.  A spokes-
person from Lovemycourses states, "We have observed a 
growing market for freelance work in Edinburgh. We 
believe this is as a result of consumer spending and in-
terest in that area. In fact, in the last six months, book-
ings made there has increased by 15%."  With tech-
nology accumulating and adapting to our wants and 
needs, a market has grown for freelancing websites. 

These websites allow freelancers, especially those living 
in areas like Edinburgh, to work with companies all over 
the world and "sell" their services from the comfort of 
their own home to buyers in need of designers, writers, 
marketing professionals or software developers. 
 Lovemycourses is one of the many websites that 
offer freelancers the opportunity to showcase their work 
in their local area. 
 John Wilson, a freelancer and Director of Fire-
works web Design Company says, "I understand a lot of 
people are put off freelancing as they are unable to find 
work that pays well. This, however, is changing. As more 
freelancing websites are gaining popularity, this gener-
ates increased profits allowing our economy to grow. I 
see nothing wrong with freelancing; I think it offers you 

a lot of amazing opportunities and 
would encourage everyone to try it 
out." 
 Some of the companies using 
Lovemycourses's services include 
Lothian Wine School, Bellini Cookery 
School and Millefiori Floral Design.  

The Edinburgh Hat Studio is one of the many companies 
using sites like Lovemycourse to increase awareness of 
their companies through the use of instructional courses, 
which in The Edinburgh Hat Studio's case is a hat-
making lesson. 
 Another example of a freelancing website is peo-
pleperhour, who take a buyer and a seller and create a 
"match" for only a 10% cut, and with an average job val-
ue of $547 (£378), peopleperhour is one of the lucrative 
freelance websites. 
 Freelancer is the largest and oldest freelance web-
site, reputed for the diversity and amount of work availa-
ble, and with over 8 million users, employers can hire a 
freelancer to do contract work for a fraction of the price.
  Many freelancers self report higher pay 
rates, higher levels of job satisfaction and a greater 
work/life balance than traditional jobs but it is still not 
for everyone. The question is, is it for you? 

The British press is broken. Scandals, most notably 
the phone hacking at News International’s News of 
the World and other tabloids as well as stories “in 
the public interest” (to sell more copies), have 
meant that the government has proposed a new 
body to take care of press regulation. The press was 
furious –they proposed a new independent body 
and described the Royal Charter as “an onslaught 
on free speech”. 
 
Just for once though, the tabloids are, in a way, cor-
rect. This is a system imposed by the government 
and controlled by politicians. Although the press’s 

body, which is almost identical to the current regu-
lator, is pretty weak, after the government gets its 
hands on the press, it won’t just be tabloid gossip 
that is censored—the recent exposure of mass web 
surveillance techniques by the US’s NSA and our 
very own GCHQ would be difficult to publish under 
the government’s regulatory body.  
 
The freedom of press is being breached by politi-
cians of all parties, whether knowingly or unknow-
ingly, but ultimately it will lead to one thing—
secrets and disguising corruption. And the public 
will be oblivious to it.  
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On Wednesday the 4th of December, The 

Spark hosted a Gillespie’s Bake Off in aid of 

those affected by the Taiphoon in 

the Philippines.  With nearly 30 

cakes, the range was impressive 

and we managed to raise £100—

well done to everyone involved!    

There was a huge variety of 

cakes—from Victoria Sponge and 

a classic chocolate cake to 

cheesecake and even a noodle 

cake.  In total there were over 28 

cakes and the variety was amazing .  However, 

due to this, the competition was very tough.  

There were three categories for the prizes—the 

popular prize, for the two cakes which disap-

peared the fastest; the creative cake 

prize for the best looking cake and the 

best staff member’s cake.   

Unfortunately, due to time constraints 

(and the rate at which they were disap-

pearing!), there wasn’t a category for 

best tasting but we were sure that if 

there had been it would have been im-

possible to decide.  How do you choose 

between sublime chocolate and light 

and fluffy sponge? 

School Competitions and Fundraising 

The Great Gillespie’s Bake Off 

And the winners are… 

Most Creative Cake:  Connor for his amazing snowman inspired creation 

Most Popular Cakes: Alex Hamilton and Cliona McCabe for their ridiculously tasty choc-

olate cakes 

Best Cake Baked by a Staff Member: Mrs Campbell for the piece of artwork that was 

her hand-painted leaf-decorated coffee and walnut cake 

 

The bakers from left to right: Connor McCann, Alex Hamilton, Cliona McCabe and Mrs Campbell 
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Inspired by our resident photographer’s (Jago Collins’) photographs 

(pictured right), The Spark decided to launch a photography com-

petition under the categories ‘Urban’ and ‘Rural’.  The only specifi-

cations were that the photograph had to be original and in some way 

apply to either of the categories.  All of the entries displayed a lot of 

talent and originality in both concept and composition.   After a lot 

of deliberation, Jago, with the help of The Spark team managed to 

choose a winner.  All of the winning photographs are pictured be-

low.   

 

And the Winners Are... 

Rural  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Spark:  Photography Competition 

First place: Robbie Mackintosh Runner Up: Anis Pearson 

First place: Anis Pearson Runner up: Robert Wright 

Urban 

School Competitions and Fundraising 
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10 Questions: Mr Carruthers  
by Sanaa Mehmood and Daisy Phillip 

Teacher Interviews 

Mr Lewis 
By Kathryn Crawford 

First of all, How are you enjoy-

ing teaching at JGHS? 

I was a pupil here and I never ex-

pected to come back, but I’m really 

enjoying it. The students are very ded-

icated – they ask lots of challenging 

questions and there is fantastic 

amount of creativity and freedom of-

fered to them that you don’t often get at other schools. 

 

How long have you been teaching and what 

made you decide to start? 

It’s my sixth full year teaching - not including the pro-

bationary year. As for why I decided to in the first 

place, well, it wasn’t the original plan. I did a course on 

maths education at university and found it inspiring as 

well as really enjoyable, so I switched from my aim of 

going into finance in my 3rd year of university.  

 

 What do you think the relevance of maths as a 

subject is today? 

I think that’s split into two parts: Numeracy – addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, division etc.- are skills that 

everybody needs. Lots of students, on the other hand, 

won’t use complex maths skills like calculus in their 

everyday life unless they plan on following career in 

finance, engineering or the sciences. What these pupils 

do gain however is an important chance to develop 

their logic and reasoning skills – learning any subject 

helps you become more efficient and better at learning 

in general.  Employers and universities are often im-

pressed by a maths qualification because it shows that 

the pupil has high level abstract reasoning skills and 

can cope with challenging problems. 

 

What do you hope to change about the way 

maths is taught at JGHS? 

A lot of pupils come to high school with a view of maths 

that causes them stress and I want to try and make sure 

that every student at Gillespie’s enjoys their experience 

within this department. It is important to me that par-

ents, pupils and teachers are more involved in dialogue 

within the department as well as the self-evaluation 

process through focus groups and questionnaires in 

order that we are always improving. I also feel strongly 

that we should help every pupil to achieve their full po-

tential so that they leave our department with a qualifi-

cation that reflects their best work.  In the long term I 

would also like to have more technology within the 

maths department and more scope to do things online 

through edmodo or other appropriate resources.  

 

And finally, how are you going to encourage pu-

pil’s interest in maths? 

As well making sure that the delivery of the curriculum 

is engaging and inclusive, it’s important to expose stu-

dents to things beyond the curriculum and this is some-

thing that I think Gillespie’s is already doing quite well 

as pupils are encouraged to take part in activities such 

as maths competitions where they can earn rewards 

and meet other people with similar interests.  

Maths, particularly in conjunction with science, tech-

nology or computing, is a skill that is always sought for 

in a work force and there are a multitude of jobs availa-

ble in this field – from cryptography to engineering and 

everything in between.  

1. Why did you want to become a teacher? 

I was going to join the army, but I did better in my exam 

than expected, and then I went to university. The subject 

I enjoyed the most was P.E., so I decided to become a 

P.E. teacher. 

2. Realistically, what would you be if you weren't 

a P.E. teacher? 

I would join the army. 

3.What’s your favourite sport to teach? 

Basketball 

4. What subject would you teach if you weren't a 

P.E. teacher? 

History 

5. What would you do with a million pounds? 

I would buy a house and give the rest to my family and 

friends. 

6. What were your favourite subjects at school? 

History and P.E. 

7.What’s your favourite Christmas song? 

All I want for Christmas is you. 

8. What do you want for Christmas? 

I want to have lots of fun with my family and friends. 

9. What’s your favourite Christmas pressie? 

The ping pong paddles from Ms Falconer 

10.Whats’ the best thing about Christmas in your 

opinion? 

Having a break and spending time with family and 

friends. 6 



 

  

TV REVIEWS 

Doctor Who 50th Anniversary  

Doctor…what? 
By Róise Nic An Bheatha  

 

The much anticipated 50th anniversary Doctor Who special left TV Reviewer, Róise, a little...well...let’s just 
say it left her perplexed.    

We have been waiting for this mo-
ment for 168 days, gone through 12 
Doctors, watched 702 episodes and 
been engrossed in the build-up of 
shows on the BBC preparing us for 
a rich, witty plot that was to be the 
50th anniversary. What did we get? 
A script dominated by David Ten-
ant, lethal red Zygons which turned 
out to be not so deadly after all, 
John Hurt- undoubtedly a good ac-

tor- but only brought in to cover up the fact that Chris-
topher Eccleston was absent. To top it all off, Stacey 
from Gavin and Stacey was playing Elizabeth the First. 
Let’s face it; the plot was rubbish 
too. 

Now I know that Whovians 
(Doctor Who fans) loved the 
show and there is no denying it 
got critical acclaim for being a 
big 50th anniversary episode eve-
ryone expected. But I ask you to 
forget the interviews on Graham 
Norton and the never ending 
countdowns to this moment; treat this episode as a 
normal Saturday night Doctor Who showing. Then you 
will see that the whole sub plot with Elizabeth the first 
was ludicrous comedy, with witty remarks being its 
only addition to the story. We have the marvellous en-
trance of David Tennant (the tenth Doctor) and this is 
where people mistake their longing for the days when 
Tennant was The Doctor and the idea that this was ac-
tually a worthy 50th anniversary. Being the most loved 
doctor, giving Tennant the majority of the lines was 
the one thing Moffat succeeded in. People are longing 
for Tennant to return so the fact that he did had people 
under the illusion that this episode was special. It was 
not. 

John Hurt enters as if he is some long lost Doctor from 
an early episode ( a step down from being a dragon on 
Merlin) who has now returned when in fact he was on-
ly cast a few months before the anniversary. Perhaps 
they thought, to cover the shame of being turned down 
by Christopher Eccleston they would begin dropping 
names; seeing people’s comments and praise for the 
episode it seems to have worked. Then, of course we 
had Rose Tyler…uhh…sorry… “The Moment” who en-
lightened us with more confusion of her identity. It 

was as if Piper accepted the request to be on the show, 
Moffatt didn’t know what to do with her, so chucked 
her into the plot as a completely new character. Which 
brings us to the plot and its big revelation. 
GALLIFREY FALLS NO MORE. Of course this is excit-
ing news and we will have to see where this new plot 
leads us (possibly to a new writer), but at no point are 
we told how Gallifrey is saved. Doctor Who is known 
for its plot holes and as an audience we have grown to 
accept that some phenomena are never meant to be 
explained (e.g parallel universes randomly appear 
when assistants hand in their resignations). But this 
has gotten out of hand. We are given sciency, “timey 
wimey” explanations to worm their way out of clear 

plot holes covered so carelessly 
with phrases such as, “A whole 
planet disappeared, frozen in an 
instant of time like a painting,” 
or the forever changing dynam-
ics of the screw driver which 
seems a bit pathetic but at the 
end of the day, always pulls 
through. I have watched this 
episode multiple times and still 
fail to see how Gallifrey is sud-

denly saved. If someone understands it, please enlight-
en me. Tip for future writers, if the world is in a danger 
a quick rupture in the space time continuum usually 
does the job. 

But it’s not all doom and gloom. Although this was an 
atrocious 50th anniversary, if you get past all the plot 
holes (which one must whilst watching Doctor Who), it 
has opened up some interesting story lines and now 
and again there was an occasion-
al good scene. The interaction 
between the two Doctors was 
interesting, if not slightly con-
trived. Our minute glance at the 
new Doctor (Peter Capaldi) got 
everyone’s hearts racing and the 
exiting prospect that Gallifrey is 
still out there looks promising 
for future episodes (Christmas 
Special!). And who didn’t love 
the nice touch with Tom Baker’s 
scarf. All in all it was not a 50th 
anniversary but just a typical Doctor Who episode. I 
was however, concerned by the lack of Daleks. 
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Film Club 

Each edition we will tell you which film we will be watching next. 

If you want to get involved in film club, watch the film and hand 

in your reviews, opinions or discussion points about it and they 

will be printed in The Spark alongside our review.  

 

To watch ‘Waking Life’, an animated drama film 

directed by Richard Linklater, you’ve got to be in a 

certain mind frame, whether that state of mind re-

quires the consumption of elicit substances is be-

sides the point. The movie  follows an unnamed 

man through a dream world where he talks to vari-

ous characters of different backgrounds discussing 

issues like metaphysics, the meaning of life, episte-

mology, existentialism, social philosophy and lucid 

dreaming among others (basically a load of philo-

sophical ideas). The film also uses an animation 

technique called rotoscoping, which refers to over-

laying live action footage with animation, making 

everything move in a rather intoxicating manner. 

This style may not be to everyone's liking yet in 

‘Waking Life’ it adds to the dream like state of the 

ideas and message of the film. It is a beautiful, in-

sightful and innovative film (even if I am currently 

questioning my existence in the universe). 

 

 Next time we will be watching ‘Magnolia’ a Ameri-

can film directed by Paul W Aderson. 

‘Let It Snow’ is a collection of three romance sto-

ries that take place in a few days around Christ-

mas. The three stories intertwine and cross over as 

the characters each have different experiences 

during an extreme snow storm that hits a 

small town. 

The first story is ‘The Jubilee Express’ by 

Maureen Johnson. It follows Jubilee, upset 

after she ends up stranded and alone in an 

unfamiliar town at Christmas, where she 

meets Stuart. Her story is funny, warm and 

cute. The characters are both likeable and be-

lievable, and it’s probably the best of the lot. 

John Green wrote the book’s second story, ‘A 

Cheertastic Christmas Miracle’. In this story a 

group of friends brave the snow storm to try and 

make it to the Waffle House, where a gaggle of 

cheerleaders were stuck. It was, as all of John 

Green’s work is, wonderfully funny. However, the 

characters’ mindless actions grew frustrating and 

the cheerleaders were soon tiresome. 

The final story is ‘The Patron Saint of 

Pigs’ by Lauren Myracle. It focuses on Ad-

die as she pines over her ex boyfriend 

Jeb, and tried to learn from her self-

centred mistakes. While sweet, it isn’t 

quite up to the standard of the other two. 

Addie comes across as a little whiny and 

underdeveloped. Thankfully, an adorable 

teacup pig definitely rescues this story. 

Overall, it’s a lovely book to read on dark winter 

evenings with a cup of hot chocolate. It’s sweet, 

funny and warm. It isn’t a difficult or particularly 

deep read - it’s just simple Christmassy fun. 

Let It Snow - John Green, Maureen Johnson, Lauren Myracle 

By Melissa Thomas 

Film and Book Reviews 
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A movie can revolve 
around one theme, one 
word. For Saw it's sur-
vival, for Black Swan 
it's psychosis, for The 
Hunger Games, howev-
er, it's revolution. 

 

One of the biggest is-
sues in the movie is the 
beginning. If you have-
n't watched the first 
movie or read any of 
the books, I would 
strongly suggest to 
watch the film at a later 

date. We are instantly pushed into the drama and 
the actions without so much as the film linking 
back (bar a few scenes) to the previous movie.  

 

We quickly find out rebellion is growing in the dis-
tricts and that the citizens are rioting against the 
Captiol. Hunger Games was first established 75 
years earlier to punish the citizens of Panem for 
their previous rebellion. The games feature two 
tributes (a boy and girl aged 12-18 years old) where 
they compete once a year to fight for the death. 
There is (apart from the 74th games) only one win-
ner who is rewarded with fame and wealth. Essen-
tially it's a pretty cool reality TV show that isn't 
owned by Simon Cowell. President Snow believes, 
"hope is the only thing stronger than fear," and 
therefore the Hunger Games is needed by the peo-
ple in the districts who, despite living in chronic 
poverty, are forced to watch it via "TVs".  

 

When the couple are sent on the victory tour, they 
(mostly Katniss) are faced with hints of rebellion 
including a graffiti message inside a train tunnel 
stating "the odds will never be in our favour," - a 
reference to Elizabeth Banks's famous line in the 
last movie - and surveillance of other districts 

burning up the capitol flag. 

  

After days of putting up a show, Katniss and Peetah 
find out they must participate in the 75th Hunger 
Games much to the dismay of Katniss who is still 
recovering from the last one. They realise they must 
form an alliance with the other tributes if they are 
to stand a chance of surviving. 

 

Once the Hunger Games have begun that is when 
the action truly starts to take place. Whilst sitting 
on the edge of our seat, we are "treated" to murder-
ous apes, toxic fog and even invisible electrical bar-
riers! 

 

One hour of tentatively watching them barely sur-
viving, we see Katniss using her trusted crossbow to 
shoot the atmosphere and blow the dome's lid off. 
She is then transported to a safe area where she 
discovers half of the tributes, the game master and 
Haymitch himself, were in on the "rebellion" plan.  

 

This revelation helps set the scene for the eagerly 
awaited next movie - Mocking Jay Part One - and 
brings the movie to its resounding, emotional end-
ing. 

 

I urge all of you to watch the movie. I, myself, am re
-watching it this weekend. This movie deserves a 
9/10 for its brilliant casting, excellent script and 
devoted loyalty to the book. I have no doubt, the 
cast will be collecting even more awards this time 
for what can only be described as a thought-
provoking, surreal sci-thriller.  

 

 

 

The Hunger Games: Catching Fire Summary 

By Ayah-Sofia Semlali 

Warning: Contains spoilers 
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Book Week Scotland 

This past week at school we were celebrating National 

Book Week Scotland, which is a huge celebration of all 

the books we have in Scotland. We did this in second 

year by making massive book covers of our favourite 

books and sticking them on doors around the school. 

My group decided to create the cover of a book called 

Man vs. Beast because we felt a poster on it would real-

ly attract the attention of passers-by.  This is because 

the cover would be very simple but have really bold 

colour and eye catching features. After deciding on the 

layout and structure of our design (which was two huge 

eyes staring down at you from amongst a black back-

ground) we started making the poster.  Making it was 

really fun and enjoyable but not as enjoyable as just 

seeing the final design stuck onto the door of the li-

brary knowing that everyone in the group had contrib-

uted their little bit to make it. 

By Lucy Sydserff 2M4 

The English Department Does Book Week Scotland! 

In celebration of Book Week, the S2s made giant book covers  to promote their favourite books.  
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This week it was book week Scotland. My class (S2), were asked to make book covers to decorate the doors 
around the school,  and my group chose the Jungle Book. It was lots of fun, but it was very hard to decide 
what cover to choose,  because all the other classes had loads of great ideas. But, the other classes were giv-
en themes, whereas we just got to choose anything we wanted. It was good, because we got to design any 
cover we wanted, and didn't have to stick to the actual cover. It was really really exiting and I am really hap-
py with our finished product.  

Cliona McCabe 2R1 

The English Department Does Book Week Scotland! 

 

And the Winners Are… 

After finishing the book cover posters, Mr MacDonald came to view them and chose the three  winners. 

They are as follows:  

 In first place:  Dustbin Baby: Mr Roskilly’s class created by Meila McQueen, Samantha 

Brown, Nora Guigues and Asiya Ullah 

 In second place: Twilight: Mrs Wood’s class: Kira Murdoch, Colette Reville, Daphne 

McClellan, Erin Waddell 

 In third place:  The Cat In The Hat: Ms Murray’s class: Daniel Hinton, Mariah 
Jamil, Samantha Harvey, Morag Morrison and Alex Lennie 
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Project Coffee is an 
open plan yet cosy 
café situated in 
Bruntsfield oppo-
site Subway. It is 
well lit and com-
fortable and was 
quite quiet when 

we went (at half five on a 
Wednesday) although looked 
like it could be busier at other 
times. The food and drinks 
were delivered to your table and 
came quite quickly. Despite the 
name of the café, the cappucci-
no we ordered wasn’t anything 
special and for £2.05 you could 
get cheaper ones in other places 
that taste pretty much the same. On the contra-
ry, the Hot Chocolate was distinctive and 
memorable, with a bitter, yet creamy taste and 
a bubbly texture and came with a giant marsh-
mallow that was light, fluffy and delicious. It 
cost £2.60, which is a similar price to what you 
would pay at Starbucks, but as an independent 
café is forgivable. The third drink we ordered 

was a Kiwi and Banana smoothie (for £2.90,) 
which was zingy and a good balance of fla-
vours, however the kiwi sticks in your throat 
afterwards – thankfully there were jugs of tap 
water on the side to combat this. The cheapest 
thing we bought was Tiffin for £1.80. It was 
chocolaty, but not too sweet and raisins con-
trasted with the soft texture making it chewier. 

The carrot cake (for £2.60) 
was moist and not too sweet, 
with creamy icing that compli-
mented the cake. We also 
bought a brownie (for £2.10) 
which was moist – so much so 
that it stuck to your teeth – 
rich and gooey. We thought it 
was very nice, but we didn’t 
think it was worth the price. 

Overall the café had a relaxed atmosphere and 
a range of, on the 
whole, good qual-
ity food and 
drink. 

Project Coffee Café Review 

By Annie Higham and Zora Feesey 

Photography by Martha Tait 

Food and Drink 
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An Ethiopian and a German Christmas  
By Naomi Gessesse and Clare  Shields 

ሰላም! መልካም ገና !!! 

Being a country that largely follows Orthodox 

Christianity, Christmas in Ethiopia is celebrat-

ed on the 7th of January- The Feast of Epipha-

ny. Christmas, or Ganna attracts thousands of 

pilgrims and tourists to Addis. Typically the 

most devout religious will pray and chant all 

night outside one of the many huge churches 

on Christmas eve. Ethiopia is a deeply religious 

country (my own grandmother has a Coptic 

cross tattooed 

on her forehead and both hands) and religion is 

the backbone of the Ethiopian lifestyle; many 

people fast leading up to Christmas day where a 

huge feast is eaten- typically a lamb is slaugh-

tered as a dramatic end to the fast and begin-

ning of a meaty lunch. Lamb stews are typically 

eaten on a huge piece of flat bread called injera 

which acts as both a plate and a fork, though 

remember to eat with only your right hand… 

 

 

Advent is a 

very important 

part of Christ-

mas in Germa-

ny. It refers to 

the four Sun-

days in De-

cember lead-

ing up to 

Christmas. Ad-

vent is from 

the Latin verb 

“to come” and 

it refers to the 

coming of Jesus into the world. 

 In Germany they have 3 different types of 

advent calendars. One is a wreath made out of 

fir tree with twenty four boxes hanging on it 

and each one has a small present in it.  Another 

is an Advent Kranz which is a ring of fir branch-

es with four candles in the middle, each one 

represents one week of advent. Finally, they 

have one similar to the type we use, made of 

card. 

 Christmas trees are very important in 

Germany.  Tannenbaum are put up on Christ-

mas Eve and if there are children in the house 

their Mum will decorate it secretly then in the 

evening the family will read parts of the bible 

and sing Christmas songs like  “O Tannen-

baum”,  

“Ihr Kinderlein 

Kommet” and 

“Stille 

Nacht”  (Silent 

Night).   

One of the 

things people in 

Germany do 

differently is 

they receive and 

open their pre-

sents on Christ-

mas Eve instead 

of on Christmas 

day. 

 Germany is well known for its Christmas 

markets which sell all sorts of food and decora-

tions. One of the most famous things in the 

markets are glass ornaments that were original-

ly handmade and imported from America. 

 Some people say Father Christmas gives 

children presents but some say it is the 

Christkind (Christ Child). Children write letters 

to the Christkind and decorate the envelopes 

with sugar to make them look pretty. Although 

you would think the Christ Child is Jesus it is in 

fact a girl with a long white and golden dress, 

long blond curly hair and a gold crown and 

sometimes wings like an angel.       

       

 

Christmas Around the World 
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The one thing 

that is very dif-

ferent in a 

Polish Christ-

mas is that we 

celebrate on Christmas Eve 

rather than the 25th. Some 

of the foods cooked on the 

day are pierogi (pasta 

packets with a filling, usu-

ally mushrooms or cab-

bage), mushroom soup and 

pastries and desserts are 

also included in the meal. 

Different regions would 

have different dishes but 

no one would have meat 

during wigilia (a vigil sup-

per). While the meal is be-

ing prepared the children 

of the family will run 

around the tree decorating 

it, as Poland is mostly 

Catholic they know how to 

do decorations!. The tree is 

put up on Christmas Eve 

then taken down on the 2nd 

February as this 

is when the 

Christmas sea-

son finishes. 

When it’s time to 

eat, hay is placed under the 

tablecloth (to recall 

Christ’s humble birth). An 

extra plate is set at the ta-

ble for all those who could-

n’t join the family, the ad-

ditional plate also serves as 

food for any unexpected 

visitors. Then when the 

first star in the night’s sky 

appears the meal begins! A 

prayer is said for all de-

parted members of the 

family and a short reading 

from the Bible is read. 

Oplatek (wafer) is then 

shared around the family, 

and then we eat. At mid-

night everyone goes to 

church for Pasterka Shep-

herds’ Mass. And that is a 

Polish Christmas 

Frohe Weihnachten aus 

Deutschland! The home 

of Christmas trees and 

hymns, Germany, is 

responsible for many of 

our winter traditions, 

although you may not 

realise that over there 

Christmas has already 

begun. The 6th of De-

cember is Nikolaustag, 

and just last week chil-

dren all over Germany 

would have left their 

shoes outside in the 

frosty night for St. Ni-

kolaus and his side-kick 

Ruprecht to fill. The 

good little boys and 

girls would have eagerly 

woken up at the crack of 

dawn to find a small 

bounty of chocolate and 

nuts hidden in their 

footwear, however chil-

dren naughty enough to 

earn a place in 

Ruprecht's 'black book' 

are thoughtfully given a 

stick for their parents to 

beat them with. Ah, the 

spirit of giving. 

If you are thinking 

about forgoing this 

year's Hogmany cele-

brations for a more Ger-

manic slice of par-tay 

then you are sure to see 

the wonder that is 

“Dinner for One”. The 

eighteen minute long 

sketch written by Eng-

lish author Lauri Wylie 

has become the most 

frequently repeated TV 

show of all time. It is 

broadcast in English 

without subtitles every 

New Year's Eve to an 

audience of around 

forty million Germans, 

despite being almost 

unheard of back here 

in its country of origin. 

 

Christmas Around the World 
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A Polish Christmas 

By Stefan Robertson 

German Christmas 

By Jago Collins 



 

  

Christmas with the United Reformed Church 
By Joshua Undy-Jamison  

The URC is a Christian denomination. 

They have roughly 1500 churches 

throughout Great Britain. The URC cele-

brates Christmas as the birth of Christ. 

The birth of Christ or Jesus Christ as he 

is more commonly known is believed to 

have happened around 2000 years ago in Bethlehem 

in the Holy land in present day Palestine. As part of 

the celebrations some churches may have christingle 

services, carol services, a service at midnight on 

Christmas Eve and often a service on Christmas day. 

Most URC’s have special services in the four weeks 

running up to Christmas (during Advent). These ser-

vices generally have a candle lit for each week of Ad-

vent e.g. one candle in the first week, two in the sec-

ond, until all five are lit on Christmas day. 

During a christingle service oranges are distributed. 

The oranges are meant to represent the world. These 

oranges have cocktail sticks with sweets and dried 

fruit stuck in them, these symbolise the fruits of the 

earth and the four seasons.  A red ribbon is tied 

around it this symbolises the blood of Christ. And fi-

nally a candle is put on top to represent Jesus Christ 

the light of the world. Sometimes the song ‘sing 

christingle’ is sung. 

Carol services are when the majority of the congrega-

tion comes to the church to listen to the choir sing and 

sing carols themselves. For some churches this service 

runs up to midnight on Christmas Eve and for others 

this is an opportunity to go out carolling.                                                           

1 

Give someone you 

know a hug 

2 

Pick up a piece of 

litter and bin it 

3 

Tell your friends a 

terrible joke 

4 

Smile at someone 

5 

Do the washing up 

6 

Offer your friends 

a bit of your 

snack/lunch 

7 

Don’t insult any-

body for a WHOLE 

DAY 

8 

Sing a Christmas 

Carol 

9 

Make up a Christ-

mas dance with 

your friends 

10 

Do EVERYTHING 

your parents tell 

you to do 

11 

Compliment your 

sibling/friend 

12 

Learn a Christmas 

Carol in a different 

language 

13 

Give your friends a 

Christmas card 

14 

Give your parents 

a hug 

15 

Buy a Christmas 

present for some-

one in your family 

16 

Write a Christmas 
poem 

17 

Donate something 
to charity (if you 

can) 

18 

Turn an old hat 
into a Christmas 

hat 

19 

Write a short 
Christmas story 

20 

Ask someone 
what they want 

for Christmas 

21 

Make a paper 
Christmas decora-
tion for your room 

22 

Tidy your room 

23 

Bake a cake for 
your family 

24 

Send a “Merry 
Christmas” text to 
all of your friends 

IT’S CHRISTMAS!  

24 Kind things to do at Christmas by Daisy Phillip 
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Aquarius (Jan 21-Feb 19) 

You are having a great month so relax 

and enjoy yourself. 

  

Pisces (Feb 20-mar 20) 

People are really getting on your nerves. 

 Ignore them and hangout with your friends . 

Aries (Mar 21-apr 20) 

You are extremely bored, arrange to 

do something fun. 

  

Taurus (April 21- May 21) 

You are a bit stressed so just try to chill. 

  

Gemini (May 22-june 21)                                                          

You feel energised so do something sporty for fun. 

  

Cancer (June 22- July 22) 

 You have had an argument with someone    close to 

you. Just try to forgive and forget. 

Leo (July 23-august 22) 

You have had a really fun month.                     Make 

sure you are as nice to everyone else as                                                                     

has  been to you. 

Virgo (Aug 24-sept 23) 

Your super tired this month make sure you get a 

chance to rest. 

Libra (sept 24-Oct 23) 

You feel like spending money so treat yourself to 

something nice. 

  

Scorpio (Oct 24- Nov 22) 

Not much will happen this month relax Next month 

won’t be the same. 

 

Sagittarius (Nov 23-dec 21) 

You will feel ill this month but you will recover quick-

ly. 

  

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 20) 

You have nothing to do this month so try to keep 

busy. 

You will need… 

 

85 grams self-raising flour 
4 tbs coco powder 
110 grams caster sugar 
110 grams margarine 
2 large eggs (free range) 
1 tsp baking powder  
2 tsp milk (you may need more) 
50 grams white chocolate chips 
50 grams milk chocolate chips 
3 bananas (mashed) 
 

 

How to cook… 

Preheat the oven to 170°c. 

Sift the flour, coco powder, and sugar in a 
large bowl. Mix the rest of the ingredients in 
with an electric mixer or just a wooden spoon. 

This is a recipe for cupcakes, but you can 
make it into one big cake if you want, but you 
might have to double the mix. After putting 
the cake in the pan(s), or the cupcake tray, 
bake for 20 minutes or until light and springy 
to the touch. 

Decorate these cakes anyway you want to. 

And Finally... 

Cupcake Recipe By Emilia Chambers 

Horoscope By Daisy Phillip 
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